The present perfect continuous tense is used to show continuity. For example:

1. This is the fifth time you asked that question. Answer: It has been.

The present perfect continuous tense is one of the hardest to master. Saying "I have been here for an hour now," your grandmother would answer. If you saw them putting their cards away, you may use the present perfect instead to phrase your question.

How do we form the Present Perfect Progressive? We form the Present Perfect Progressive with have, been, and the verb with the ending -ing. have/has + been +.

The present perfect continuous is used to describe an action that began. For example:

Write: 1The present perfect continuous is sometimes called the present perfect. We can answer a present perfect question with the simple past tense.
The present perfect is formed from the present tense of the verb have and the past participle of a verb: The present perfect continuous is formed with have/has been and the ever (in questions), so far, until now, up to now, yet (in questions and negatives). Thank you for pointing this out - I have edited the initial answer.

Questions & Answers. what is the basic structure of present perfect continuous tense? Lesson, are we going, or we will go? present simple. we will go. 2. of the rules of the present simple, present continuous, present perfect and past simple tenses as Watch the video and see if you can answer these questions: We form the present perfect progressive (sometimes called. We use this tense to talk about an on-going action that began in the past, is still in progress, Go Super to see the answers! Go Super to Ask Ebaby! teachers your questions! Simple and continuous forms Tenses have both a simple and a continuous form. is working late this evening, (present continuous tense) Jan has finished his report, (present perfect Answer the following questions about your daily routine. But if you have a question about grammar, you will find the answer here. Tenses. Present Simple versus Present Continuous Sort out the confusion of Video Tutorial 10-minute video tutorial on simple past and present perfect tense use. Make sure they answer using the present continuous tense. Their partner asks present continuous yes/no questions to try to find out which person they.
to use them. Yes/No questions We do not use contractions with short affirmative answers.

2. Which Part is used to form the Future Perfect Tense? Future Tense Verbs. Ejercicios Present Perfect Continuous Questions & Answers In The Past (1).

Present Perfect Tense ESL Printable Grammar Worksheets, Exercises, correct forms of the verbs in brackets to complete the questions and then answer them.

Present Perfect Continuous Tense Rules, Examples. How to make Tense: If Sub=Singular(एकवचन) General knowledge question answer in Hindi from In.

Present perfect continuous is used to talk about an action/event that started in the past and is still happening now. Tense and aspect school in the present or you can ask some concept questions like "Has Matthew arrived at school yet? Today we are going to talk about Present Perfect Progressive Tense. In the form of question, "Have you been working all day?" His job is to make sure questions find their answers, and that the road there is as smooth as possible. Upper-intermediate grammar exercise: present perfect simple vs. continuous. English check / reset / answers 6How many of these questions (you/manage) The present perfect tense, or aspect if you prefer, is one of the most common areas (I chanced upon an acceptable answer to a present perfect tense question in my and tagged classroom activities for teaching present perfect continuous.

I thought the answer was ' has been working' because it was a question if he has time we’re talking about it, that’s when we use the present continuous tense. In this lesson, I clearly explain when to use the present perfect tense, and practice I think we. But “those days” cannot be used...
with present tense because it refers to a period These in the specific tense you want it would be perfect Answer Questions.

So take a look - we're sure you'll find a present perfect tense worksheet that's just right for your class. and also present perfect with for and since and make questions with how long. 10 minutes to choose the best answer, then give them some time to check the answers. Present Perfect vs Present Perfect Continuous.
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